In our first official year of operations, JP Baltimore made incredible strides in 2022. Our first JP Baltimore Executive Director, Danielle Staton, hit the ground running to build upon the initial groundwork to engage more deeply and broadly with community leaders, partners, and families.

Through initial referral partnerships with Baltimore community organizations, such as Judy Center and St. Vincent de Paul Head Start, 32 Baltimore moms and kids enrolled in our programming, and 44 additional moms are signed up to participate in our spring 2023 Empowerment & Leadership (E&L) course. In E&L, they will have the opportunity to join the movement of amazing JP Baltimore women and families.

It’s truly been an honor to be in the company and community of strong women and mothers.”

—JP BALTIMORE MOM

69 LIVES IMPACTED
including 32 moms and kids who are enrolled in our first-ever JP Baltimore cohort

44 NEW MOMS
recruited for our spring 2023 Empowerment & Leadership course

45 HOURS
of coaching provided to moms for college persistence and family stability support

15+ PROGRAM AND REFERRAL PARTNERSHIPS
initiated with Baltimore providers to identify JP families and help incorporate two-generation resources for moms and kids